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PRESS RELEASE: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – PRESS INVITED 
Target markets: Hollywood filmmakers, TV broadcasters, movie lovers, home theater and technology enthusiasts, 
and all who want the best in audio and video entertainment 

2023 TV Shootout® Event to Determine Best-Quality Picture/Display 
Industry Experts will Test, Compare, and Evaluate the Premium 4K and 8K TVs 

SCARSDALE, NY (September 21, 2023) – Value Electronics, a leading independent Audio/Video retailer in 
Westchester County, NY, is hosting its well-respected annual 4K TV Shootout® Evaluation event on 
Saturday, September 30, 2023 and the 8K TV Shootout® Evaluation Event on Sunday, October 1, 2023 at 
The Company Building, 335 Madison Ave., NYC.  This year, Value Electronics partnered again with 
Dealerscope, a leading B2B publication in Consumer Tech retailing published by CT Lab Global Media.  

The objective of the TV Shootout event is to award the best TVs in each of the attributes of picture quality.
Consumers can use the results of the TV Shootout to select the best TV for their liking and use-case.
Only flagship TVs from the premium manufacturers that are available in the U.S. are selected to compete in 
the annual TV Shootout event.  For the 2023 model year, new display technologies have emerged and 
advanced, bringing a great line up of OLED and MiniLED TVs to the competition.  

Master of Ceremonies this year is industry expert Caleb Denison of Digital Trends.  Denison served as MC at 
the 2022 TV Shootout and is returning to lead the judges through the voting elements.  An esteemed panel 
of professional Hollywood video colorists, film finishers, TV reviewers, and video experts have been 
assembled to judge, evaluate, and vote on all picture quality attributes to determine which TV will be 
awarded this year’s “King of 4K TV,” and “King of 8K TV.” Test patterns and real content will demonstrate 
elements of picture quality, including contrast, color fidelity, color saturation, and motion resolution.   

Event creator, Robert Zohn, president of Value Electronics, says: “This is a must-see event for all who are 
interested in the best video displays. We are excited to show off the capabilities of these displays and see 
them side-by-side to compare.”   

4K TVs competing in the 2023 TV Shootout: 8K TVs competing in the 2023 TV Shootout:

- Hisense 65U8K MiniLED TV
- LG OLED65G3PUA OLED TV
- Samsung QN65QN95C MiniLED TV

- LG OLED77Z2PUA OLED TV
- Samsung QN75QN900C QD MiniLED TV
- Sony XR75Z9K QD MiniLED TV

- Samsung QN65S95C OLED TV
- Sharp 4TC65FV1U MiniLED TV
- Sony XR65A95L OLED TV

*Premium 85” Class TVs will also be on
display, although not part of the competition

The latest state of the art in switching, distribution, and test equipment are being supplied by AVProStore, 
and HDMI cables by MetraAV.    The TV Shootout evaluation events will be webcast live to reach the largest 
audience of A/V enthusiasts and media worldwide on www.YouTube.com/@stopthefomo.   

About Value Electronics 
Value Electronics, founded in 1998, is a custom A/V integrator with a retail showroom in the Village of 
Scarsdale, NY. Owners Wendy and Robert Zohn created and began sponsoring the TV Shootout evaluation 
event in 2004.  
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2023 TV Shootout® MC & Panel of Expert Judges 
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